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VIDEO; Firefighters’ Analysis of the 9/11 Attacks
Refutes the Official Report

By Erik Lawyer
Global Research, August 27, 2012
FF 911 Truth 20 August 2008

Theme: Terrorism

Erik  Lawyer  speaks  at  the  Architects  and  Engineers  for  9/11  Truth  press  conference
demanding a new investigation. Firefighters for 9-11 Truth strongly support AE911 Truth in
securing a new investigation.

Read more…

NOW, HOW WOULD YOU INVESTIGATE?

Look at the facts of the WTC, specifically Tower 7, collapses:

1) Terrorists used explosives on WTC 1 in 1993.
2) Over 118 first responders reported hearing explosions before all 3 collapses, many said it
sounded like the “bang-bang-bang” you hear during a demolition.
3) We have video, photographic and audio evidence of explosions after the impact and
before collapse.
4) Live news was reporting multiple explosions, and the possibility terrorists also planted
explosives.
5)  Barry  Jennings,  the  Emergency  Coordinator  for  the  NY  Housing  Authority  reported
explosions in Tower 7. He also reported being knocked down by explosions prior to the
collapse of the tower.
6) Molten steel AND concrete were found at Ground Zero “remember, hydrocarbon fires do
not burn hot enough to melt steel  or concrete.”N.F.P.A. 921- 19.2.4 Exotic Accelerants
states  that  molten  steel  and  concrete  could  indicate  the  use  of  exotic  accelerants,
specifically Thermite.
7)  WTC 7  was  the  first  concrete  and  steel  high  rise  to  collapse  during  a  fire  that  had  not
been struck by an aircraft. It was determined not to be significantly damaged by the falling
debris, and diesel fuel tanks DID NOT contribute significantly to the fire (according to NIST
final report 2008).

So,  with  all  these  indicators,  would  you  test  for  exotic  accelerants/explosive
residue/Thermite?  How  could  you  confirm  or  rule  out  the  possibility  terrorists  planted
explosives  in  addition  to  the  aircraft  hits?

Why does N.I.S.T. REFUSE to this day to test for exotic accelerants in the most heinous
crime in U.S. history? With the first high rise building collapses in history, why would N.I.S.T.
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NOT test for accelerants? Especially, with so many indicators, one in which we have lost so
many lives, so many Brothers, so many Freedoms, and our Economy. I have not found a
single  fire  investigator  who  can  give  a  reason  other  than  they  didn’t  want  to  find  exotic
accelerants or they were incompetent! Well, if it was incompetence, we can go back and still
test. These scientists have tested…read their results!!

If you can’t answer why, then please take the time to investigate. Browse our website, and
please sign the petition. Our communities trust us. If we let them know this is not how
professionals investigate, or how we treat our Brothers and Sisters who gave so much, they
will  listen.  Also,  please  visit  www.FealGoodFoundation.com and  learn  how to  help  our
Brothers and Sisters in need.

Many of our Brothers and Sisters are sick and dying from their exposures at Ground Zero,
our Country is crumbling. I am asking you to do something much more difficult than fighting
a fire. I am asking you to be as professional as you would be on any emergency call. I  am
asking  you  to  review  the  evidence  surrounding  9-11.  I  am asking  you  to  join  us  in
demanding an investigation that follows National Standards, and passage of the 9/11 Health
and Compensation Act to take care of the sick Ground Zero workers. I am asking you to
stand with us to help SAVE OUR BROTHERS, SISTERS AND OUR COUNTRY!

Respectfully,

Erik Lawyer

erik@firefightersfor911truth.org
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